CUSTOMER SERVICE IN A GLOBAL PANDEMIC:

FOUR EMERGING AND INFLUENTIAL
TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

Life during COVID-19: when everything is different, but nothing
has changed. How is that possible? Well, consider this:

picked up on during this tumultuous time are four emerging
technology trends in customer service and three customer
care truisms that seem to stand the test of time.

In many locations around the globe, restaurants are limited
to 50% capacity, professional sports are being played in
near-empty stadiums, and you need an appointment to
renew your driver’s license. When feasible, businesses
have their employees working from home – and that even
includes call centers. When you call a toll-free number,
there’s a good chance you’re talking to someone who’s
sitting in the spare bedroom at their house!

Four Emerging Technology Trends
in Customer Service

This global pandemic has truly been something: tech
experts estimate that businesses have seen three years’
worth of digital transformation in just a few months. And
Forrester doesn’t see that stopping any time soon: “In
2021, top companies will cultivate resiliency, creativity,
customer-obsession, and adaptability. On the tech front,
every company – not just the 15% of firms that were
At the same time, we all expect the same (and even better)
already digitally savvy – will double down on technologyexcellent customer service we were demanding prefueled experiences, operations, products, and ecosystems.”
pandemic. On a cognitive level, we all understand that
since our own lives and jobs have been affected, it stands to Initially, the pandemic forced us to temporarily accelerate
reason that everyone else’s have been affected, as well. But the advancement and expansion of technology-based
business solutions, but the momentum is now so great
at the same time, most of us seem unwilling or unable to
accept the fact that service across all industries is going to be that our rate of progress may never slow back down. What
initially felt like a frenetic pace of change is now the clichéd
different.
“new normal.”
The irony is that it may be the very fact that our own
To that end, here are four trends that are emerging around
professional lives have been so compromised that – as our
customer service delivery.
only source of escape – we demand that the professional
service we get from others not be compromised at all.
Maybe it’s the only way to feel like we still have some control.
Whatever the explanation, the bottom line is that yes, the
more things have changed, the more they’ve stayed the
same. Sure, life is different, but our collective expectation for
excellent customer service hasn’t changed a bit.
How can your business keep a competitive advantage
under such circumstances? Keep reading and we’ll tell
you. For two years running, HCL-PowerObjects has been
Microsoft’s Customer Service Global Partner of the Year, so
we’re certainly experienced in this realm. And what we’ve

“On the tech front, every company
– not just the 15% of firms that
were already digitally savvy – will
double down on technology-fueled
experiences, operations, products,
and ecosystems.”
- Forrester, Predictions 2021: Technology and Customer
Obsession Help Firms Emerge from Crisis Mode.

If something positive comes out of this pandemic, it may
Working from Home (WFH)
well be the demise of the old business mantra, If I can’t see
you, you’re not working. Yes, times are indeed changing.
For decades now, more and more businesses every year have Those call center reps taking calls from their spare bedrooms
allowed their employees to work remotely, so this hardly
and kitchen tables? That’s just business as usual now.
seems like an emerging trend, right? Wrong! First, even
industries in which WFH formerly seemed impossible have
Digitization of Communication
discovered that it is indeed very much possible. Second,
many businesses that used to allow an occasional day of
working remotely have now witnessed firsthand an increase Just like working from home, digital communications are
hardly a new concept, so it may be hard to identify with the
in employee productivity; they’ve also begun to recognize
notion that it is an emerging trend. After all, email, SMS,
the potentially unnecessary exorbitant cost of keeping a
and even social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and
physical location up and running.
LinkedIn have been staples of customer service interactions
Look, no one is suggesting that businesses are going to
for more than a decade – they are the very foundation of the
stop renting office space! But the WFH momentum that
omnichannel movement. The fact that they are being used
pre-pandemic moved at a snail’s pace is now advancing like
more during the pandemic is undisputed but that hardly
lightning. What was once reserved for special circumstances constitutes an emerging trend.
or an occasional reward is now pretty normal. The pandemic
forced us to try it and the workforce learned that we’re good But consider this: before COVID-19, did you ever rely
at it and we like it. In fact, Forrester predicts a 300% increase on Zoom for a meeting with the contractor installing
in WFH from pre-pandemic levels, and Gartner suggests that your kitchen cabinets? Were your kids’ parent-teacher
conferences always held via Microsoft Teams? Was your
nearly 50% of the American workforce will continue to WFH
doctor appointment always conducted through an online
after we get through this.
portal? Of course not.
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Forrester predicts a 300% increase in WFH from pre-pandemic levels.

And here’s the thing, just as the pandemic tested (and
proved) the viability of WFH, so too has it validated the idea
of using video and portals to conduct all kinds of business
– across many industries. Before all this started, many of us
hadn’t even heard of the technology we now rely on every
single day. Now that is an emerging trend.
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Virtual Agents/Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

Chatbots, too, have been around for a while now, but what
makes this an emerging trend is the extent to which today’s
AI is improving the quality of virtual agents. For example,
Microsoft’s Power Virtual Agents tool uses a universal
language model trained on data, and it is optimized for the
way people use language when interacting with chatbots.
When setting up chatbots and virtual agents, we define
trigger phrases that will give the AI the best chance of finding
the correct topic based on what the customer is typing. But
in the last year, the AI has gotten so advanced that even if
the wording doesn’t match the specific trigger phrases, the
chatbot can still understand it and launch the correct topics
New Tools for Data Insights
successfully. And it’s only getting better. It’s to the point now
where customers can speak or type in a normal way and
Does this sound familiar? You have a phone system with
still be understood by a bot – which brings us to the true
its own set of data points and reports. You also have a CRM
emerging trend in this category…
system with its own set of data points and reports. Oh, and
Low-code, no-code virtual agents are so powerful now that
you have a Master Data Management system, too, as well as
businesses are starting to incorporate them into their digital a couple of other legacy systems with customer information.
channels. They are being used now in emails, SMS, and
And is your email system connected to any of it? What about
telephony. The days of virtual agents being used exclusively your chat client – is that tied into everything (or anything)?
in chat sessions are indeed gone. And as the intelligence of
You get the picture: you have all this disparate data and
these models continue advancing at unprecedented rates,
it is hard to get a true picture of what’s going on in your
the virtual agent landscape will never be the same.
business. You need insight! And that’s the whole idea
behind Microsoft’s Customer Service Insights (MCSI), which
is capable of curating a tremendous volume of data from
multiple sources. It analyzes case information – things
like title, subject, and description – and runs it through a
combination of machine learning and AI to group similar
requests (e.g., check order status, what is the status of my
order, and did you receive my order). While those are all the
same topic, the text is different. But MCSI groups them all
under the topic of order status. Then the magic starts!
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Low-code, no-code virtual
agents are so powerful now
that businesses are starting
to incorporate them into
their digital channels.

It slices the data by product, by channel, by time of day, by
request type, and by several other data points. MCSI puts
it all together and analyzes it – and the analysis gets more
robust each time because the AI and machine learning make
the tool steadily smarter. Within each slice of data, there
are countless drill-down opportunities, meaning you can

really get into the weeds. And it’s in the weeds where you’ll
discover the incremental process improvements that will
collectively enhance your customer service delivery during
the stress of the pandemic.
If you like MCSI and the data that it collects, surfaces, and
reveals, consider also Microsoft Customer Insights (MCI,
note the lack of S), which leverages an intuitive and flexible
Customer Data Platform (CDP) to uncover valuable insight
into customer needs and habits. It seamlessly delivers the
360-degree view of the customer that businesses have
always wanted but have struggled to effectively achieve
because doing so requires the arduous process of combining
various source systems together. What MCI offers is a way
to create this CDP using the power of AI instead of manually
creating mapping logic the way you might with a data
warehouse.
Here’s the bottom line: customer service delivery teams are
stretched beyond capacity during a global pandemic. The
idea of a “remote workforce” no longer applies only to your
global staff, since even your local employees are WFH – so
businesses need to be particularly agile and flexible. If your
people are not able to see and share the same customer
data seamlessly from wherever they might be sitting, your
business is in trouble. Companies working in silos and
gaining their customer data from static Excel spreadsheets
and email chains are at a critical disadvantage. Successful
organizations must be able to make quick decisions and
pivot on the fly, and the latest data insight tools help you do
exactly that.

Three Customer Care Truisms that
Stand the Test of Time
1. Transparency Is Key
Under typical circumstances, transparency is fundamental
to excellent customer care – but this trait is at an absolute
premium during a global pandemic that has universally
escalated stress levels while simultaneously diminishing
our collective patience. You owe it to your customers to be
transparent about what’s happening organizationally that
may impact service – and just as importantly, what’s being
done to rectify the situation.

2. Predictive and Proactive Service Delivery
During this pandemic, customer needs tend to be at an alltime high at the same time that many businesses’ ability to
provide excellent service is being tested. Everyone is stressed,
call centers are facing all-time-high call volumes, and
customers are working from home while homeschooling kids.
Something has to give, so anything that eliminates callbacks
and delivers a more efficient customer experience is key.

3. Nimble Business Processes
It’s one thing (and honestly the bare minimum) to post
the requisite “Our COVID-19 Response” message on your
company’s website. With literally everyone else doing so,
it hardly differentiates you. Instead, seize the opportunity
this pandemic offers to become an organization that thinks
outside the box from a technology perspective. Consider
using Microsoft’s Power Platform to develop low-code apps
and flows to nimbly get things done.

SUMMARY
There you have it: four emerging trends in customer service delivery and three evergreen truisms that are
worth revisiting during a global pandemic that has changed pretty much everything. If this list inspires you
to make changes in your own organization, HCL-PowerObjects is here to help.
You may feel as though the middle of a worldwide health crisis is hardly the time to rethink your approach
to customer service. Perhaps your instinct says, “let’s just get through this and when it’s all over we can make
changes based on what we learned.” We get it – that’s a fair approach. On the other hand, as we’ve tried to
illustrate, now might just be exactly the very best time to act, especially if you want to differentiate your
business by actually improving your customer service delivery during this crisis when your competition is
struggling just to maintain the status quo.

HCL-PowerObjects is ready when you are!
Learn more about the advanced technology available today on our website:
Artificial
Intelligence and
Chatbots

Customer and
Data Insights

COVID-Specific
Apps

Omnichannel

HCL-PowerObjects uses technology from the Microsoft stack to solve business challenges for businesses and
enterprise organizations all around the world. To learn more, let’s connect. In the meantime, stay healthy and
remember that compassion and empathy go the distance in customer service – and in life.

100% FOCUSED ON MICROSOFT BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
powerobjects.com

866.770.3355

